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Indonesia Establishes its National 
Payment Gateway 

The Indonesian central bank, Bank Indonesia (“BI”) recently issued BI Regulation No. 19/8/PBI/2017 on National 

Payment Gateway (“BI Regulation”) as part of its effort to actualize the independency of Indonesia’s national 

payment system, especially in respect of all financial transactions carried-out in Indonesia. By issuing the BI 

Regulation, BI started the process to establish the National Payment Gateway (“NPG”) which has two (2) key 

objectives. First, the interconnectivity of all existing payment channels; and second, the interoperability of various 

payment instruments which are currently existing and used in Indonesia. The objectives are to achieve the single 

overarching goal of increasing non-cash transactions in Indonesia.  We understand that soon, BI will also issue a 

Members of Board of Governors Regulation (Peraturan Anggota Dewan Gubernur or “PADG”) to complement and 

further regulate the implementation of the NPG. The desire to establish the NPG is not unique to Indonesia, other 

countries such as China and Singapore have also established their respective NPG. 

 

The NPG is defined as a system which consists of standard, switching, and services functions based on a set of 

rules and arrangement to nationally integrate payment instruments and channels. In general, the implementation 

of NPG involves two parties, namely the NPG Organizers and the NPG-Connected Parties.  The NPG Organizers 

comprise of (i) Standard Institution, (ii) Switching Institution and (iii) Services Institution, whereas the NPG-

Connected Parties comprise of (i) issuers, (ii) acquirers, (iii) Payment Gateway Organizers, as well as (iv) other 

parties determined as such by BI. 

 

 

A. NPG Organizers 
 

1. Standard Institution 

 

The new BI Regulation introduces Standard Institution, which main responsibility is to prepare, develop 

and manage standardized technical and operational specifications for the interconnectivity and 

interoperability of payment instruments, payment channels, switching and the overall security of the 

payment system (“Standard”), under the guidance and supervision of BI. 

 

To be appointed by BI as a Standard Institution, an entity has to submit a written request to BI evidencing 

fulfilment of the stipulated criteria, inter alia: 

 

(a) having been established as an Indonesian legal entity; 

(b) representing the national payment system industry (i.e., principal, issuer, acquirer, clearing 

organizer, and settlement organizer); and 

(c) having the competence to prepare, develop and manage Standard for the interconnectivity and 

interoperability of various payment instruments and channels. 
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Aside from the responsibilities noted above, the Standard Institution is also responsible for (a) managing 

and carrying out the certification process of payment instrument and/or payment channels’ compatibility 

with the prevailing Standard, (b) managing and administering vendors and other products related to 

payment instruments and/or payment channels which have met the Standard, (c) managing and carrying 

out key management function as the certificate authority and (d) carrying out other duties as may be 

required by BI. In performing the preceding obligations and responsibilities, the Standard Institution is 

responsible for ensuring the worthiness of security and information technology that it uses and for 

maintaining the confidentiality of all data and information it obtains in the course of its business. 

 

2. Switching Institution 

 

The Switching Institution is the focus of the NPG in meeting the interoperable and interconnected 

objectives of the domestic payment system. To carry out switching business, a prospective Switching 

Institution has to obtain approval from BI by submitting written request to BI and providing the following 

information: 

 

(a) Whether it has a switching license from BI pursuant to the BI Regulation No. 18/40/PBI/2016 on 

Payment Transactions Processing (“PBI PTP”); 

(b) Whether it has executed domestic payment process using its infrastructure (including system, 

application, data centre, and disaster recovery centre) in Indonesia; 

(c) It is at least 80% owned by an Indonesian entity or national and with direct or indirect foreign 

ownership not exceeding 20% as proven by prevailing shareholding composition documents and 

statement letter; 

(d) It is capable of and has the capacity to perform Switching functions in NPG, which includes having 

(i) an organizational structure, (ii) sufficient human resource, (iii) written policy and procedure, 

and (iv) reliable infrastructure; and 

(e) Whether it has paid-up capital of at least IDR 50,000,000,000 (fifty billion Rupiah). 

 

Switching Institution has the function and task to domestically process the payment transaction data for 

interconnectivity and interoperability of payment system. For this purpose, all Switching Institutions are 

obliged to cooperate with at least two other Switching Institutions and their cooperation is subject to 

specific Standard set by BI. BI may approve Switching Institutions to cooperate with other switching entities 

outside of the NPG if such collaboration can enhance the capacity and capability of NPG operations 

including improvement in expansion acceptance and/or technology transfer.  During the collaboration, 

Switching Institutions shall ensure that all domestic payment transactions are processed through the NPG. 

 

The current measures imposed by BI Regulation on Switching Institution are in line with the current 

blueprint of the Switching entities regulated by BI. However, the regulation of BI merely sets a new 

minimum threshold to support the interconnectivity of national payment system.  

 

Given the relatively high capital requirement, it would be interesting to see whether such requirement will 

hinder the establishment of an Indonesian majority owned Switching Institution. Or whether the high capital  
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requirement is intended to protect existing companies and providing a barrier for new entries.  Related to 

the capital requirement there is also restriction on foreign investment. We should note that the maximum 

20% foreign ownership is very strict compared to for example investment in Indonesian conventional 

banks, which is open to 99% foreign ownership. 

 

3. Services Institution 

 

The third NPG Organizer under BI Regulation is the Services Institution, tasked to manage services 

provided to fulfil the needs of retail payment system industry (“Services”) in NPG ecosystem. The 

obligations of the Services Institution include: 

 

(a) to maintain the payment transaction security and customer data through the development of 

security feature and the implementation of end-to-end encryption in the payment transaction 

processing; 

(b) to conduct reconciliation, clearing, and settlement, which also includes monitoring of data and 

operational activities of Switching Institutions; 

(c) to develop the system for fraud prevention, risk management and mitigation; 

(d) to manage the life cycle of secure access module and mobile apps; 

(e) to settle dispute of payment transaction as a form of customer protection; 

(f) to execute other related tasks as prescribed by BI. 

 

In addition to the foregoing, the Services Institutions are also obliged to process the settlement through BI 

for inter-Switching Institutions transactions, and/or inter-issuers transactions.  In the execution of their 

functions and performance of their obligations, the Services Institution has the authority to set its terms of 

service, and to obtain access to all payment transaction data and operational activities from Switching 

Institutions. 

 

Unlike other NPG Organizers, Service Institutions are more extensively regulated. To be approved as a 

Services Institution, an applicant has to submit a written application to BI evidencing: 

 

(a) the applicant is duly established as a limited liability company under Indonesian law; 

(b) the applicant has the capacity to perform the Services function in NPG, including having an 

organizational structure, sufficient human resources, written policy and procedures, and 

infrastructure in Indonesia; and 

(c) its shares are directly or indirectly owned by a Switching Institution and Conventional Bank based 

on its Business Activities (Bank Umum berdasarkan Kegiatan Usaha or BUKU) category 4 whose 

majority shares are owned by Indonesian nationals and/or legal entities. 

 

We support the attempt of the BI Regulation to simplify transaction processing and create a more secured 

payment system through the functions of the Services Institution. Primarily by designating the Services 

Institution to carry payment transaction processing functions, BI Regulation has simplified the payment 

processing system by consolidating the functions to be carried out by the Services Institution. Furthermore, 

by specifically tasking the Services Institution to mitigate risk and prevent fraud, the BI Regulation attempts  
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to create a more secured payment transaction processing such as the use of end-to-end encryption and 

development of other security features. Nevertheless, in this early stage, the financial sector must wait 

and see how effective the measures stipulated under the BI Regulation in the establishment of an 

interoperable, interconnected, cost-effective and security risk-averse national payment system.  

 

 

B. NPG-Connected Parties 
 

1. Issuer 

 

Issuers are Bank or Non-Bank Entities which issue payment instruments, including card-based payment 

instruments such as credit card, debit card, and electronic money. The foregoing payment instruments are 

the source of fund that will be processed through the NPG. 

 

2. Acquirer 

 

Acquirers are Bank or Non-Bank Entities which cooperate with merchants, and process the payment 

transaction data issued by another party. The acquirers are also responsible for the settlement of payment 

to the merchant. 

 

3. Payment Gateway Organizer 

 

Payment Gateway Organizers are Bank or Non-Bank entities which organize electronic services which 

enable merchants to process payment transaction using payment instruments such as cards, electronic 

money, and/or proprietary channel. 

 

4. Other Parties 

 

Other Parties are parties other than Issuer, Acquirer and Payment Gateway Organizer determined as 

NPG-Connected Party by BI. 

 

 

C. Pricing Scheme 
 

Pursuant to BI Regulation, Parties of NPG shall comply with pricing scheme that will be determined by BI 

and further regulated under PADG.  We understand that BI intends to set the pricing scheme to be lower 

than the current market price for transaction processing. By setting a lower price, BI aims to increase the 

acceptance and use of non-cash payment instruments, as well as to improve the efficiency, 

competitiveness, and innovation in respect of Indonesia’s payment system. In determining the pricing 

scheme, BI will also take into account recommendations from other actors in payment system industry 

such as principal company, issuer company, acquirer company, clearing institution and settlement 

institution. 
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D. National Branding 
 

All Parties of NPG will be required to comply with national branding requirement. The national branding 

requirement is a set of requirements in relation to national logo, expansion of national non-cash payment 

acceptance, and domestic processing. Correspondingly, BI will designate a national logo which shall be 

included in all payment instruments and channels and all NPG-Connected Parties are obliged to accept 

all payment instruments using such logo. Provision on national branding is expected to be further regulated 

under the PADG. 

 

 

E. Reporting Obligation 
 

Under the new BI Regulation, there is a set of reporting obligation that must be fulfilled by the NPG 

Organizers in conducting their business activities. This reporting obligation consists of periodical report 

and incidental report. Timeframe and content of the report submitted by the NPG organizers differ from 

one another. 

 

For Standard Institution, the periodical reports shall be submitted to BI quarterly and annually. While, 

incidental reports will be required for the following: 

 

(a) change of capital structure and/or shareholding composition as well as the composition of the 

management board; 

(b) change of data and information contained in the application documents submitted to BI when 

Standard Institution applied for BI’s approval; and 

(c) any other matters as may be required by BI. 

 

Aside from annual and quarterly reports, Services Institution shall also submit annual system information 

audit report from an independent auditor as one of its periodical reports. For its incidental reports, Services 

Institution shall report to BI on the following: 

 

(a) disruption in conducting the Services and any measure that has been taken; 

(b) change of management board composition; 

(c) force majeure in carrying out the Services; 

(d) change of data and information in the application documents submitted to BI when Service 

Institution applies for BI’s approval; and 

(e) any other matters as may be required by BI. 

 

For Switching Institution and NPG-connected parties, their reporting obligations are already set out under 

PBI PTP. Switching Institutions, however, need to also cover its operational activities in its periodical 

reports, in addition to the points set out under PBI PTP. 
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1. Peraturan Bank Indonesia No, 19/8/PBI/2017 tentang Gerbang Pembayaran Nasional (National 

Payment Gateway). 

2. Peraturan Bank Indonesia No, 18/40/PBI/2016 tentang Penyelenggaraan Pemprosesan 

Transaksi Pembayaran. 

3. Peraturan Bank Indonesia No, 14/2/PBI/2012 tentang Perubahan atas Peraturan Bank Indonesia 

No. 11/11/PBI2009 tentang Penyelenggaraan kegiatan Alat Pembayran dengan Menggunakan 

Kartu. 

4. Peraturan Pemerintah No. 29 Tahun 1999 tentang Pembelian Saham Bank Umum 
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Our Regional Contacts 

  
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP 

T  +65 6535 3600   

F  +65 6225 9630 

sg.rajahtannasia.com 

 

 
Christopher & Lee Ong 

T  +60 3 2273 1919    

F  +60 3 2273 8310 

www.christopherleeong.com  

   

 
R&T Sok & Heng Law Office 
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Rajah & Tann NK Legal Myanmar Company Limited 

T  +95 9 7304 0763 / +95 1 9345 343 / +95 1 9345 346 

F  +95 1 9345 348 

mm.rajahtannasia.com 

   

 
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP 

Shanghai Representative Office 

T  +86 21 6120 8818    

F  +86 21 6120 8820 

cn.rajahtannasia.com 

 

  
Gatmaytan Yap Patacsil Gutierrez & Protacio (C&G Law)  

T  +632 894 0377 to 79 / +632 894 4931 to 32 / +632 552 1977 

F  +632 552 1978 
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Surabaya Office 
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F  +62 31 5116 4560 

www.ahp.co.id 

 

 
R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited 

T  +66 2 656 1991    

F  +66 2 656 0833 

th.rajahtannasia.com 

 

 
Rajah & Tann LCT Lawyers 

 

Ho Chi Minh City Office 

T  +84 28 3821 2382 / +84 28 3821 2673    

F  +84 28 3520 8206 

 

Hanoi Office 

T  +84 24 3267 6127    

F  +84 24 3267 6128 

www.rajahtannlct.com 

  

 
Rajah & Tann (Laos) Sole Co., Ltd. 

T  +856 21 454 239    

F  +856 21 285 261 
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Member firms are constituted and regulated in accordance with local legal requirements and where regulations require, are 
independently owned and managed. Services are provided independently by each Member firm pursuant to the applicable terms 
of engagement between the Member firm and the client. 
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Our Regional Presence 

 
 
 

Based in Indonesia, and consistently gaining recognition from independent observers, Assegaf Hamzah & Partners has established itself as a major 
force locally and regionally, and is ranked as a top-tier firm in many practice areas.  Founded in 2001, it has a reputation for providing advice of the 
highest quality to a wide variety of blue-chip corporate clients, high net worth individuals, and government institutions. 
 
Assegaf Hamzah & Partners is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Singapore, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Japan and South Asia.    
 
The contents of this Update are owned by Assegaf Hamzah & Partners and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Indonesia and, through 
international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly 
displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as permitted herein) 
without the prior written permission of Assegaf Hamzah & Partners. 
 
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended 
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course 
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for your 
specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in Assegaf Hamzah & Partners. 


